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Abstract
Party manifestos form the largest source of textual data for estimating party policy positions, typically based on methods that assume that longer manifestos with more units of
text provide more confident estimates. Despite using them extensively for nearly three
decades, however, we know little to nothing about what explains why either the overall
length of manifestos or their scope of issue coverage varies so highly across parties, elections, and contexts. Here, we critically test the notion that political context affects overall
length and manifesto content. We use multi-level modeling to predict manifesto length and
issue scope in a large number of coded party manifestos covering the post-war period. Our
findings indicate that manifesto length and the scope of issue coverage can be largely explained by a combination of political variables related to party size, policy orientation, as
well as election-specific factors related to political competition and the timing of elections.
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Of all of the forms of text analyzed as data in political science research, election manifestos outstrip other documents by far as sources of information about the policy emphases and positions
of political parties. Manifestos lay out the party’s official positions on the issues of importance
prior to an election, and identify those issues the party acknowledges as salient. For these reasons, manifestos have formed the main source of textual data for both manually coded content
analysis research such as the long-standing Manifesto Project (e.g. Klingemann, Volkens, Bara,
Budge and McDonald, 2006) as well as numerous attempts to extract policy positions automatically using supervised (Laver, Benoit and Garry, 2003a) or unsupervised (Slapin and Proksch,
2008a; Monroe and Maeda, 2004) learning methods.
Underlying all uses of manifesto data is the assumption that manifestos containing more
text are more informative: that more data provides more confident estimates than less data.
Some have modelled this process explicitly (for instance Benoit, Laver and Mikhaylov, 2009),
to estimate the variance of manifesto text as a function of its length. Other models, such as
Laver, Benoit and Garry (2003a)’s “wordscores” or the Poisson scaling model of Slapin and
Proksch (2008a) incorporate this as a feature of their estimation method. Whether words,
sentences, or “quasi-sentences”, models of textual data built on party manifestos share the
feature of modelling observed counts of text units and using these counts to estimate features
of the party’s policy stances. In reality, however, very little is known about the data generating
process giving rise to counts of textual units in party platforms. These platforms and the textual
units covering different issues contained in them vary widely in length, across parties, countries,
and time.
In this paper, we provide the first systematic attempt to explain not the proportion of content
that parties devote to particular policy issues, but rather the absolute length. What makes some
parties devote more space to some issues, or more text to all issues, than other parties or to other
issues? While some of this variation comes from idiosyncratic features of manifesto authorship,
we show that much of manifesto length can be explained as a function of systematic political
factors such as party size, government status, and policy orientation, as well as election-specific
factors related to political competition and the timing of elections. These specific political
conditions take the form of systematic factors related to party size and governing status, a
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party’s policy orientation towards an issue, and the positions of other parties on the issues.
Our investigation focuses on five “mainstream” issues likely to be in some form by nearly all
parties—economic policy, social policy, environmental policy and deregulation policy—as well
as one that is highly salient in some contexts yet absent from others: policy embrace of greater
or less sovereignty for the institutions of the European Union.
By modelling the length of manifestos as well as the absolute attention devoted to specific
political issues, using a count-based model, we offer insight into the nature of textual data, as
well as provide a more direct understanding of the textual evidence of party position-taking in
election programmes. This understanding should not only shed light on a previously unstudied political process of how policy programmes are articulated, but also improve models that
rely on textual data from manifestos by providing an improved understanding of the process
generating units of textual data in these documents.
We test our predictions of manifesto length on data from the Comparative Manifestos
Project (Budge, Robertson and Hearl, 1987b; Budge et al., 2001b; Klingemann, Volkens, Bara,
Budge and McDonald, 2006) using multilevel regression models. The results confirm that variables of substantial interest do affect manifesto size. The findings suggest that the length of
election programmes depends especially on factors related to party status and resources. Parliamentary parties and larger parties publish longer documents than parties not represented in
parliament and smaller parties. When parties have less preparation time because of an early
election, manifestos are also considerably shorter. Length is also related to party positions on
issues, in some cases with a linear and in others with a U-shaped effect.

Why study manifesto length?
The publication of manifestos by political parties before elections is common practice in many
countries. The scope of the data collection by the Comparative Manifestos Project (CMP, see
Budge, Robertson and Hearl (1987a); Budge et al. (2001a); Klingemann, Volkens, Bara and
Budge (2006)) nicely illustrates this point. Including a recent update (Volkens et al., 2010)
the database includes more than 3300 documents from 55 countries, and a further geographic
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extension of coverage is on the way. The widespread use of election manifestos in polities
across the globe is no surprise. The idea that political parties provide the voters with an outline
of their policy plans before elections lies at the very heart of mandate models of representative
democracy (e.g. APSA, 1950; Downs, 1957; Powell, 2000; see McDonald et al., 2004: 3-4 for
a synthesis). In a nutshell, such models suggest that parties offer (distinct) policy packages to
the electorate, voters make their choice on the basis of their preferred package, and the parties
seek to implement the proposed policies after the election. In such a model of the representative
process manifestos are important documents because “they form the basis for comment in the
mass media and provide the cues for questions raised with party candidates at all levels, as well
as staple issues for their campaigns” (Budge, 1987, 18). Because manifestos are drawn up for
purposes of shaping the frames of its election campaign and setting out its policy positions,
parties typically place great care in drafting these texts. For these reasons, a party manifestos
is a text that “can be singled out as a uniquely representative and authoritative characterisation
of party policy at a given point in time” (Budge, 1987, 18).
Political scientists therefore frequently use election manifestos to infer features of party policy. Most commonly, the interest lies in locating political parties in policy space. Researchers
interested in analyzing the development of party positions over time can hardly avoid using
election manifestos as data source. While there are other, non-manifesto-based approaches for
estimating the policy positions of political actors (Benoit and Laver, 2006, 56-77), the regular publication and the “official” status of manifestos makes them the first choice to measure
time-varying party positions. Specific methods for deriving party positions from manifestos
vary. In addition to different methods using the human-coded CMP data (Laver and Budge,
1992a; Gabel and Huber, 2000; Franzmann and Kaiser, 2006), automated techniques based
on word frequencies (Laver, Benoit and Garry, 2003b; Slapin and Proksch, 2008b) have been
introduced more recently. Regardless of the technique, the length of a manifesto has important consequences for the estimation of any policy position from it. Our confidence about
data-based estimates is higher when these are based on more information, and textual data is
no exception. Inferences from units of text, whether simple proportions or more complicated
measurement models, become more certain as the number of text units grows.
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Specifically with regard to CMP data, Benoit, Laver and Mikhaylov (2009) describe the
stochastic process from unobserved policy position to observed text as governed by a stochastic
process where the variance is directly related to the observed text units. Correspondingly, if
the observed text is longer, the researcher’s inferences about the underlying message become
less uncertain. Their model of stochastic text generation, however, treats the determination
of textual length as fixed and unexplained; substantively, a political black box: “The total
number of text units found in a manifesto appears to be, absent systematic information or prior
expectation on this matter, unrelated to any political variable of interest” (Benoit, Laver and
Mikhaylov, 2009, 501). Our approach, by contrast, is to model the number of textual units,
first in the overall manifesto and then on policy issues, explicitly in order to critically and
empirically test whether manifesto length is essentially idiosyncratic or whether it forms an
endogenous part of party competition or otherwise arises from systematic political factors.

Differences in Length and Scope of Manifesto Content
The most commonly cited explanation of how parties allocate manifesto space to issues is the
“saliency” theory advanced by Robertson (1976) and Budge, Robertson and Hearl (1987b),
in which parties signal their positions on different policy dimensions. Parties are assumed to
differentiate themselves by emphasising issues on which they have the best reputation with
voters (Budge, 1994). Because positioning is a matter of emphasis, more emphasis can be
equated with more extremity, and therefore the proportion of emphasis of a particular issue
provides a direct indication of a party’s relative position on that issue (Budge et al., 2001b, 82).
The predominant focus on the relative proportion of issue-specific content, however, obscures
the important question of how and why parties decide to cover any given issue in absolute
terms. How many sentences, or pages, are required to outline a position on a particular issue?
[Figure 4 about here]
Before we develop our argument further, it is useful to introduce a stylised model of the
manifesto preparation process (Figure 4).1 To start with, parties do not make up manifestos
1 This

model builds on first hand information provided by political actors closely involved in manifesto creation in the five major Irish parties (Däubler, 2012a) and in the five major parties in the German state of Baden-
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from scratch. At the beginning of the process, parties have to make an inventory of “concrete”
party policy (governmental or parliamentary documents, formal party decisions etc.). This
stock of party policy is evaluated and areas requiring updates and additions are identified. What
we refer to as “latent” policy, i.e. views and ideas that have hitherto not been written down, may
be added, and all the proposals need to be given a coherent framework. A first draft produced
in such a way is then undergoing intra-party discussions, and revisions are made. This process
may be repeated a number of times. A final draft is then proposed to the adopting body, e.g. a
party committee, the party leadership or a party convention. The adopting body may amend the
document and/or ask for further changes, and will finally ratify it, which results in the published
manifesto.2
The simplified outline of the preparation process points out why we expect variation in
manifesto length and issue coverage. First, not all parties approach the task of putting together
a manifesto from the same starting point. The extent of concrete and latent policy parties have
in stock varies. Second, the illustrated creation process requires resources, both in terms of
financial means (especially to pay staff) and time. This applies both to general policy development (mainly taking place before manifesto preparation) as well as the work and coordination
of the preparation of the document as such. Third, parties may vary in terms of how they use
the manifesto, as manifestos can serve different functions (Kavanagh, 1981; Pappi and Seher,
2009; Däubler, 2012a). For example, manifestos play an important role in the coalition formation process, when parties need to agree on government policies (e.g. Laver and Budge, 1992b;
Debus, 2007). The probability to get involved in such negotiations, however, is not the same for
all parties. Differences with regard to intended use may also have an impact on how extensively
parties cover certain policies.
Wuerttemberg (Däubler, 2012b).
2 This outline of the manifesto creation process leaves the identity of the actors involved at the different stages
deliberately open. This is because it may empirically vary considerably between parties, as was the case, for
example, in Britain in the 1970s (Kavanagh, 1981) and in Ireland in 2007 (Däubler, 2012a). At the same time,
there is no larger-scale empirical data on this matter available. See Schumacher, de Vries and Vis (2013) for a
related argument about policy-making in parties more generally.
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Overall Length
One thing is clear: manifesto length varies widely. In what follows, we report length as measured in the “quasi-sentence” units recorded by the Comparative Manifesto Project.3 With time,
manifesto length has grown, as shown in Figure 1. Using CMP data, it displays the distributions of manifesto size in 19 OECD countries by decade, in logged quasi-sentence counts. It
can be seen that median manifesto size has strongly increased since World War II. In the period
between 1945 and 1959, the median manifesto had a length of 126 quasi-sentences, whereas
the median manifesto from the first decade of the 21st century was 741.5 quasi-sentences long.
In other words, the size of a “typical” manifesto is these days almost six times what it used to
be around the 1950s.
[Figure 1 about here]
Large differences in manifesto size can also be found between countries. Figure 2 presents
box plots of manifesto length by country, for the same set of 19 OECD states, but limited to the
time period from 1970 on. The countries in Figure 2 are ordered from top to bottom according
to decreasing median manifesto length. The graph shows that there is considerable variation
across countries. Median manifesto size ranges from a low of 89 quasi-sentences in Denmark
to a high of 2213 in Greece, which means that a “typical” Greek manifesto was almost 25
times the size of its Danish counterpart. It is also clear that there are considerable differences
across manifestos within countries. This holds particularly true for Portugal and Ireland. We
are curious to learn more about the factors behind this variation over time, across countries, and
within countries.
[Figure 2 about here]
The specific context of manifesto preparation, the resources available and devoted to the
task, and the intended uses are shaped by a complex set of factors that are hard to model.
However, we can consider how some key variables should impact on the overall length of manifestos. Parties currently represented in parliament should present longer manifestos, as they
3A

quasi-sentence is defined as part or all of a natural sentence that states a distinct policy proposition, “an
argument which is the verbal expression of one political idea or issue” Volkens (2007). Quasi-sentences are
identified by human coders during the unitization stage of coding manifestos, according to explicit rules.
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have a larger stock of “concrete” policies at their disposal. From their MPs’ work in the plenary
and the committees, these parties are familiar with the parliamentary agenda (Green-Pedersen
and Mortensen, 2010). Such parties also obtain valuable resources from their parliamentary
status, including funds for hiring policy experts. In addition to parliamentary status, party size
should matter for a number of reasons. First, larger parties usually have more resources at
their disposal (more donations, state funding). Second, larger parties represent a larger and
thus more heterogenous group of voters. Therefore they need to offer a much broader range of
policies in order to appeal to their electorate. Small parties are more likely to be built around a
single issue or to cater to the special interests of a small segment of society. Some small parties
may not even base a great extent of their appeal on proposing detailed policies, but rather on
leader’s charisma or on an “anti-establishment” notion. A third reason why larger parties can
be expected to have longer manifestos stems from their higher propensity to get involved into
government negotiations.
How government status affects overall manifesto length is ambiguous. On the one hand,
government parties should have a larger stock of existing policies to work from, since actual
policy-making is their everyday business. They also enjoy special access to resources and
staff, also from the ministerial bureaucracy, that can assist with general policy development
and more specifically with manifesto preparation. On the other hand, opposition parties may
face a stronger need to present their case and explain their future policy plans.4
In addition to these party characteristics, there are other factors that are expected to affect
manifesto length. Preparing manifestos requires time, which is scarce in case of early elections.
This means that less work can be spent on developing the policy material to publication-ready
standard. Also, in early elections there may be less need to introduce new policy ideas since
some from the previous election remain up-to-date. Figure 2 suggested that there is variation
in manifesto length across countries. Factors which could account for such variation include
the level of economic development (GDP per capita), as e.g. drafting longer manifestos requires more resources. It may also take time for programmatic party competition to develop;
4 Based

on interviews with representatives of Irish parties after the 1997 elections, Garry and Mansergh (1999)
also report that opposition parties had more time to work on the manifesto and were less constrained by their past
policies.
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therefore manifestos may be shorter in young democracies. As already seen from Figure 1,
manifestos have increased in size over the years. Some authors (e.g. Topf, 1994; Kavanagh,
1996) suggested that this development reflects the trend that governments have taken over a
larger number and variety of responsibilities. Another mechanism could be that technological
development has lowered the marginal costs of the material production and dissemination of
longer documents.

Issue-specific coverage
Manifestos are bundled into issue areas or clusters of issues, representing distinct policy dimensions (Robertson, 1976, 61), such as policy on economic redistribution, environmental policy,
or foreign affairs. How parties allocate coverage to different issues has been studied in relative
terms (e.g. Pogorelis et al., 2005; Rovny, 2012; Dolezal et al., 2013; Wagner, 2012), but little is
known about just how much text a party deems necessary to convey its position on a particular
issue, and what factors shape these decisions.
Indeed, it is very difficult to pry open the black box of manifesto authorship to resolve
these issues, because information about the process of drafting programmatic policy statements
within parties is not readily available. Some case studies exist (e.g. Däubler, 2012a,b) but their
results are not necessarily generalizable. Our approach is to focus therefore not on anecdotal
or first-hand accounts at a micro level, but rather to attempt to find patterns in the length of
specific issue coverage at a macro level.
[Figure 3 about here]
Clearly, there is variation in coverage across dimensions, as shown in Figure 3. The graph
is based on the sample that will also be analyzed below. Here, we have singled out five specific
issues on which to test coverage: the two “main” dimensions of economic and social policy,
two relatively single-issue dimensions of the environment and decentralisation, and a fifth,
“new” issue of support or opposition to a more centralised European Union. As expected,
from these five issues parties tend to write most on economic matters, followed by “social”
issues and environmental policy. Less is said about European integration (although the sample
9

contains only European countries) and decentralisation. However, parties cover one and the
same issue to different degrees. This is the case for all issues, but especially pronounced for
decentralisation. The observed variation asks for an explanation.
Several possible explanations for the length of specific issue coverage exist, which we view
at this stage as speculative theories to be tested. To start with, a baseline model may posit that
issue coverage is simply due to idiosyncratic features which at the macro level seem entirely
random, such as the writing style of the authors. Qualitative evidence, indeed, suggests that
manifestos are drafted by several contributors, with different authors covering different topics
(Däubler, 2012a). If these authors have different writing styles, this may cause sections to
differ in length.
To develop a more interesting explanation, we look to previous work on relative emphasis.
Before doing so, let us point out why our approach does not consider relative emphasis as the
dependent variable. In our view, while relative emphasis can be seen as a result of the manifesto
writing process, it does not itself provide a realistic theoretical model of manifesto writing. A
“relative emphasis” model of manifesto writing assumes that parties a priori face a fixed budget
for length, constrained by factors such as perceived audience expectation (and attention span),
and possibly costs. A party then considers how to strategically allocate the total length budget
to different issues.
In contrast, we argue that a more realistic model of manifesto preparation departs from the
idea that manifesto sections are produced independent from each other in the first place. A
section covering a certain topic is meant to address issues in that policy area, diagnose policy
problems and present solutions. The length of text in a certain policy area is therefore initially
determined by topic-specific factors and considerations. After putting together the different
manifesto sections, a party may compare their relative length and possibly shorten some of
them – in case there is a budget constraint. Qualitative evidence from interviews (Däubler,
2012a,b) suggests that only some parties pay attention to the total length of their manifestos.
Our approach is therefore to formulate expectations about absolute length, while allowing for
some interrelation across issues.
At this point, we suggest three factors that may explain issue coverage. First, parties might
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devote more text to topics that are perceived to be the most important issues of the day. In
practice, policy change is often associated with deficiencies in the status quo (Robertson, 1976;
Vis and Kersbergen, 2007). Exogenous parameters such as macroeconomic conditions, demographics or basic societal values may have changed and require an adjustment in policies.
Decreasing birth rates, for example, pose a threat to social insurance schemes, and parties may
think about ways how to alter policies in order to make the number of births rise again. The
amount of such “problem pressure” can differ across policy areas and this may explain differences in coverage.
Second, parties have different social constituencies and may represent different societal
cleavages. Parties’ core constituencies are a key explanatory factor of issue ownership (Petrocik, 1996; Pogorelis et al., 2005). Parties may therefore cover more extensively those topics
that are of key interest to their electorate. This may reflect that parties have special expertise in
these areas, that they address issues their core voters especially care about or that they strategically emphasize topics on which they are perceived as competent (Green and Hobolt, 2008;
Geys, 2012).
A third type of explanation is based on the spatial nature of party competition. A first argument from this group suggests that parties emphasize policy positions that are advantageous
to them in electoral terms, and that this is the case for positions at the extremes of a dimension
(Wagner, 2012; Rovny, 2012). This allows parties to engage in a strategy of product differentiation (Kitschelt, 1994). A second argument predicts differences across issues on the basis of
the seminal argument by Stokes (1963, 373–374). Some issues may be explicitly “positional”,
in a sense that parties take different positions along one ordered dimension. Other issues are
better described as valence issues, where all parties agree on the ends, so competition is over
the priority given to different issues. “Saliency theory” (Robertson, 1976; Budge and Farlie,
1983) takes this view to the extreme, suggesting that “all party programmes endorse the same
position, with only minor exceptions” (Budge et al., 2001b, p.82). We do not share the view
that all issues are valence issues, but rather that some issues are characterized by valence competition while others are not. Such a view is in line with the empirical findings in a recent study
of Austrian manifestos by Dolezal et al. (2013).
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From the issues we study, we expect that environmental policy tends to be a valence issue.
Few parties should explicitly advocate anti-environmental positions, so a pro-environmental
position should be reflected in longer coverage of that issue and a less pro-environmental position in shorter coverage. In addition to the party competition argument, we also expect some
differences across issues with regard to the other mechanisms. Economic policy is an area
where we would expect little variation in importance across countries. The opposite is the
case for decentralization, which should be high on the agenda in some countries while of little
relevance in others. In terms of the effects of party-level importance, we expect to find them
especially for environmental policy, since Green parties attach special importance to this policy
field.

Results: Overall Length
In order to test these expectations about the determinants of overall manifesto length, we run a
number of multilevel log-normal regression models.5 The models include random intercepts at
the country-level and in addition at either the election-level or party-level.6 Results are shown
in Table 1. The table displays estimates of the coefficients and variance parameters. Exponentiating the coefficients gives values representing the multiplicative change in manifesto length if
the independent variable changes by one unit, which is easily amenable to an interpretation of
relative change in percent. Table 1 presents the results of four different models. Models 1 and
2 are null models insofar they merely contain the random intercepts, Models 3 and 4 include
all independent variables. Models 1 and 3 use an election-level random intercept at level two,
Models 2 and 4 a party-level random intercept.
[Table 1 about here]
By means of calculating the intra-class correlation (ICC) (Gelman and Hill, 2007, :448), the
null models allow to examine how much variation in manifesto length can be found at the different levels. Model 1 suggests that approximately 39% of variation in manifesto length occurs
5 The

data represent counts, but the mean of the dependent variable in the sample (635 quasi-sentences) is large
enough to justify neglecting the discreteness aspect of the data.
6 The models were estimated by maximum-likelihood using STATA’s xtmixed command.
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at the country-level (ICC = .535/(.535 + .316 + .536) ≈ .39), whereas the respective figure at
the election level is merely 23%. Put differently, election manifestos from a single country tend
to be more similar in length to each other than are documents from one and the same election.
Model 2 shows that there is less clustering at the party-level. In this specification, 37% of
variance can be found at the country-level, but only 15% at the party-level.
The results from Models 3 and 4 are in line with the expectations referring to party status.
In Model 3 the coefficient for parliamentary status is .262. Since exp(.262) ≈ 1.30, this means
that parliamentary parties produce manifestos which are 30% longer than those by parties not
represented in parliament. The respective coefficient in Model 4 is almost of the same size.
There is also clear support for the argument that larger parties publish longer manifestos. For
instance, an increase in seat share of ten percentage points (i.e. by 0.1 on the scale of the variable) results in a 9.9% (Model 3) respectively 13.1% (Model 4) increase in manifesto length.
Above, it was argued that it is theoretically ambiguous if outgoing government parties publish
longer or shorter manifestos than opposition parties. The respective coefficient is positive (in
both models suggesting a 7% increase in length that goes along with government status), but
remains statistically insignificant.
Very clearly, manifestos issued for early elections are shorter than their counterparts from
“regular” elections. Manifestos from early elections are shorter by about 23.7%, which suggests
that the time at hand for preparing the document is an important factor for explaining its length.
Also, in younger democracies manifestos are considerably shorter. The estimate from Model
3 suggests that during the first ten years after transition, manifestos have a relative length of
only 68% of their counterparts in later years. Election manifestos tend to be longer in wealthier
countries, although the estimate is only statistically significant in Model 4. According to that
coefficient, a difference equal to the sample range (45.55 between the minimum in Finland,
1951 and the US, 2008) is associated with an increase in manifesto length of 89%. Considerable
temporal variation remains despite including economic affluence and the other variables. An
additional year later in terms of the election date is associated with a 1.6% (since exp(.016) ≈
1.016) increase in length (based on Model 3).
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Models 3 and 4 include one additional variable that controls for the relative verbosity of the
language the manifesto is written in (see Appendix 1). The findings for the verbosity variable
cast doubt on the idea that the method of parsing manifestos into quasi-sentences removes
all language effects. Manifestos written in “wordier” languages tend to be divided up into
more quasi-sentences. A one-percent increase in verbosity (relative to English) is associated
with a 1.7% increase in the number of quasi-sentences. This means that on average manifestos
written in the wordiest language in the sample (Spanish, 20% wordier than English) yield about
2.1 times the number of quasi-sentences than those written in the least wordy language in the
sample (Finnish, 23% less verbose than English).
The two null models (1 and 2) are useful also for assessing how well the included covariates
can explain variation in manifesto length at the various levels. It can be seen that the inclusion
of the covariates reduces the error variance at the country level by approximately 22%/21%
(from .535 to .415/from .511 to .404). Respective values at the election-level are 57% (Models
1 and 3, from .316 to .136) and at the party-level 27% (Models 2 and 4, from .203 to .149). The
covariates as a whole therefore indeed contribute to an explanation of variation in manifesto
length. This finding clearly demonstrates that document length is not entirely idiosyncratic.

Results: Explaining issue coverage
Our interest lies in analyzing how the absolute coverage of a specific policy area in a manifesto
is influenced by the authoring party’s position on the associated dimension and the importance
the party attaches to this dimension. To that end, we treat position and importance as given
and fixed at the time of manifesto writing and take respective data from the expert surveys by
Laver and Hunt (1992) and Benoit and Laver (2006). Expert survey information is matched
to the manifesto from the election closest to the date of the survey (i.e. the election may have
taken place before or after the survey). We do not consider any manifestos from elections that
fall outside of a time window ranging from three years before to three years after the survey.
In addition, the current version of the dimension-specific analysis includes only cases based
on manifestos that were also part of the sample considered for the analysis of overall length in
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the first part of the paper. Four variables are based on the expert survey data. Party position
is simply the mean position of the party on the respective dimension, which is measured on a
1-20 scale. To test for nonlinear effects of this variable, we also include it in its squared variant.
Importance in country reflects the mean of the importance each party in that country attaches
to the dimension, weighted by the vote-share the party received in the previous election. The
underlying scale also has a range from 1-20, with higher scores reflecting higher levels of
importance. Party importance of a dimension is defined relative to the importance a party
attaches to other dimensions, as the deviation of the party importance score from the median
importance score across all other dimensions included in the expert survey.
As outlined above, we analyze coverage in five dimensions, as the absolute number of
quasi-sentences in the following CMP categories: Economy (all categories in the 400s except
the one subsumed under Environment), Social (Traditional Morality Positive [603], Traditional
Morality Negative [604], Law and Order Positive [605]), Environment (Environmental Protection Positive [501], Anti-Growth Economy Positive [416]), Decentralisation (Decentralisation
Positive [301] and Centralisation Positive [302]) and Europe (European Integration Positive
[108] and European Integration Negative [110]). From the expert survey, we use the following dimensions: Taxes vs. Spending for Economy; Social Liberalism for Social; the EU dimension that best matches with European Integration (i.e. EU Strengthening for Ireland, EU
Larger/Stronger for France and EU Authority for the other countries - these are only available in
Benoit and Laver (2006) but not in Laver and Hunt (1992)); Environment; Decentralization. In
addition to the dimension-specific variables based on the expert survey, the models will include
the variables used to explain overall length in the first part of this paper (with the exception of
the time trend, since there is little variation in that variable in the reduced sample).
When analyzing dimension-specific coverage, we have – unlike in the analysis of overall
length – multiple observations per manifesto and count outcomes with smaller means. To
address these issues, we employ a multilevel overdispersed Poisson model that includes random
intercepts for country/election-dimension combinations (country and election are equivalent
here since there is only one election per country) and party-dimension combinations. Our
Bayesian model allows for correlation between the random intercepts across the dimensions
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at each level. Inference is via Markov chain Monte Carlo simulations implemented in R (R
Core Team, 2012) using the package MCMCglmm (Hadfield, 2010). More specifically, if y jk
is the number of quasi-sentences in manifesto j = 1, ..., J (from country-election c) covering
dimension k = 1, ..., K our model is
y

Pr(y|µ jk ) =

e−µ jk µ jk
y!

log(µ jk ) = Xβ + γc[ j]k + ε jk
γc j ∼ NK (0, G)
ε jk ∼ NK (0, R)

As priors, we choose a multivariate-normal distribution with large variances on the diagonal, for the variance-covariance matrices we specify inverse-Wishart distributions:

β ∼ N(0, I ∗ 108 )
G ∼ Wishart −1 (I, K + 1)
R ∼ Wishart −1 (I, K + 1)

[Table 2 about here]
The results are presented separately for the Laver-Hunt and the Benoit-Laver data (spaced
approximately 10 years apart). Table 2 shows the results of the four issues (excluding the
EU dimension) matched with the Laver-Hunt expert surveys. As with the aggregate results,
younger democracies were more likely to have shorter manifestos, across all issues, and those
written in more verbose languages were likely to have slightly longer texts. There are no clearcut effects of the importance variables. The means of the respective posterior distributions are
mostly positive, but we cannot be very certain about the direction of the effects. On the other
hand, for the positional variables we find interesting relationships. As expected, we observe
differences across issues. Both for social issues and environmental policy, we find a U-shaped
relationship between position and absolute coverage. That is, parties at the extremes cover
these topics more extensively. The minima of the U-shaped functions are at 7.4 for social
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issues and 12.4 for environmental policy on the original 1-20 scales (when calculating this
from the mean-deviated data). Decentralization, on the other hand, shows a different pattern.
Here, parties less in favour of decentralization of political control devote fewer sentences to
that issue. Interestingly, the independent variables included in the model contribute little to
explaining variation in coverage of economic affairs, although the baseline constant of 4.97
indicates that this issue received on average far more coverage than did the other issues we
examined.
[Table 3 about here]
In Table 3, we present similar results from the models in the 2000s using the Benoit-Laver
data. The general pattern of findings is fairly similar to the Laver-Hunt data. The independent
variables seem not to affect how extensively parties cover economic policy, and we find no
clear effects of any of the importance variables. For social issues and environmental policy
we do find positional effects. Unlike in the first sample, there is evidence for a simple linear
effect, with more conservative parties devoting more statements to social issues and more proenvironment parties talking as expected more about the environment. With regard to European
integration, positions at the extremes are covered more extensively (the minimum of the Ushaped function liest at 11.25 on the original 1-20 scale). For decentralization, no clear-cut
effects appear in this sample.
Finally, in both samples we observe considerable unobserved heterogeneity both at the
country-level and party-level. What is most interesting here from a theoretical perspective is
the fact that all pairs of random intercepts are correlated positively. This evidence does not
support the idea that there is a budget constraint in terms of total length. If this was the case,
we would expect negative correlations suggesting that different issues compete for the same
space on the manifesto paper. This seems not to be the case.

Conclusions
Election manifestos play a special role in the representative process and are one of the most
important data sources for inferring party positions. While the methodological literature has
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pointed out the relevance of manifesto length for the uncertainty of inferences about party
policy, it has treated this variable as an idiosyncratic feature. This paper, however, shows that
there is systematic variation both in terms of manifesto length at a macro level, and of the length
that parties devote to specific issues.
In other words, the amount of text we observe in the form of party programmatic statements
is not only idiosyncratic, but also explained by the political contexts in which parties operate.
More specifically, manifesto length appears to be driven especially by parliamentary status,
party size and available preparation time. The determinants of the absolute coverage of specific
issues differ according to issue: the mainstream issue of economic policy appears to have only
a weak relationship with a party’s position or perceived relative importance of the issue, while
more specific policy areas such as social issues, environmental protection, decentralization and
policy on the European Union appear to tie text length to a party’s position on those issues.
The findings of this study have a number of important implications. The general finding
that manifesto length is partly a consequence of the political context corroborates the claim to
pay more attention to the uncertainty of party position estimates (Benoit, Laver and Mikhaylov,
2009). Length is not a completely idiosyncratic text feature. We have more information about
party policy in some cases than in others, because of systematic variation between the contexts in which this information was provided. Differences in uncertainty associated with the
inferences about party policy should therefore not be neglected. In addition, our findings have
a number of important implications for the way we tie issue emphasis to positions, and these
will differ according to the nature of the issue. We are still thinking this through, and welcome
suggestions.
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Table 1: Multilevel log-normal models of manifesto length

Null, el. RE
(1)

Null, p. RE
(2)

Parl. party (0/1)
Prev. seat share
Gov. party (0/1)
Early election (0/1)
Young democracy
GDP
Year
Verbosity
Constant
σ2c
σ2el

Main, el. RE
(3)
.262∗∗

Main, p. RE
(4)
.273∗∗

(.084)

(.090)

.945∗∗

1.230∗∗

(.168)

(.244)

.065

.072

(.054)

(.057)

-.277∗∗

-.274∗∗

(.081)

(.055)

-.389∗

-.354∗∗

(.153)

(.105)

.010

.014∗

(.009)

(.007)

.016∗

.013∗∗

(.007)

(.005)

.017∗∗

.017∗

(.006)

(.007)

5.872∗∗

5.862∗∗

5.675∗∗

5.632∗∗

(.167)

(.164)

(.166)

(.166)

.535

.511∗

.415∗

.404∗∗

(.180)

(.172)

(.142)

(.140)

.316∗∗

.136∗∗

(.042)

(.024)

σ2p

.203∗∗

.149∗∗

(.042)

(.033)

.536∗∗

.673∗∗

.499∗∗

.517∗∗

(.024)

(.030)

(.023)

(.023)

-1528.6

-1596.3

-1428.3

-1434.8

N countries
N elections
N parties

21
249

21

21
249

21

N total

1211

σ2e
Log likelihood

218
1211

218
1211

1211

Note: Cell entries are coefficients, standard errors in parentheses. ∗p < .05, ∗ ∗ p < .01. Mixed effects models
estimated using maximum likelihood; continuous variables were mean-deviated.
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Table 2: Multilevel Poisson models of dimension coverage: Late 1980s/early 1990s
All/Economy
2.5%
Mean 97.5%

2.5%

Social
Mean 97.5%

Environment
2.5%
Mean 97.5%

Decentralisation
2.5% Mean 97.5%
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Parl. party (0/1)
Prev. seat share
Early election (0/1)
Young democracy (0/1)
GDP
Verbosity

-1.95
-0.09
-1.64
-4.82
-0.00
0.03

-0.06
1.58
-0.64
-2.96
-0.00
0.07

1.99
3.17
0.36
-0.92
0.00
0.11

Gov. party (0/1)
Position
Position squared
Imp. in country
Imp. to party
Constant

-0.83
-0.04
-0.01
-0.45
-0.08
2.85

-0.25
0.01
-0.00
-0.14
0.03
4.97

0.30
0.07
0.01
0.16
0.14
6.99

-0.95
0.01
0.00
-0.38
-0.14
0.37

-0.15
0.08
0.02
-0.02
0.04
2.51

0.67
0.17
0.03
0.30
0.20
4.68

-0.66
-0.17
0.00
-0.23
-0.07
1.49

-0.11
-0.06
0.02
0.02
0.06
3.47

0.56
0.04
0.03
0.28
0.22
5.61

-0.74
-0.27
-0.02
-0.22
-0.08
0.21

0.13
-0.14
-0.00
0.03
0.08
2.26

0.95
-0.03
0.02
0.28
0.23
4.43

0.29
0.51

0.83
0.82

1.61
1.18

0.34
0.93

1.09
1.63

2.18
2.51

0.30
0.50

0.92
0.88

1.76
1.30

0.33
0.98

1.21
1.83

2.39
2.98

σ2c
σ2p

Correlation of REs (country level/party level)
Economy
1
Social
.33/.54
Environment
.39/.62
Decentralization
.30/.49
N countries/elections
N parties/manifestos
N total/parties*dimensions

1
.37/.43
.32/.49

1
.21/.51

16
69
276

Note: Cell entries are coefficients. Bayesian model as described in text. Continuous variables were mean-deviated.

1

Table 3: Multilevel Poisson models of dimension coverage: Early 2000s
2.5%
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Parl. party (0/1)
Prev. seat share
Early election (0/1)
Young democracy (0/1)
GDP
Verbosity
Gov. party (0/1)
Position
Position squared
Imp. in country
Imp. to party
Constant
σ2c
σ2p

All/Economy
Mean 97.5%

Social
Mean 97.5%

Environment
2.5%
Mean 97.5%

Decentralisation
2.5%
Mean 97.5%

2.5%

Europe
Mean 97.5%

-0.00
0.00

(all obs. one)
2.00
0.57
(all obs. zero)
0.00
0.04

0.00
0.09

-0.11
-0.01
-0.01
-0.76
-0.10
3.49

0.48
0.03
0.00
0.05
0.01
4.38

1.09
0.07
0.02
0.82
0.12
5.23

-0.17
0.02
-0.01
-0.50
-0.02
2.27

0.45
0.06
0.00
0.06
0.07
3.24

1.11
0.10
0.01
0.62
0.16
4.13

-0.30
-0.22
-0.01
-0.50
-0.13
2.07

0.41
-0.13
0.00
0.02
0.04
3.04

1.19
-0.04
0.02
0.59
0.21
3.98

-0.59
-0.23
-0.02
-0.19
-0.13
0.07

0.33
-0.11
0.02
0.36
0.11
1.32

1.16
0.02
0.06
0.87
0.35
2.47

-0.13
-0.07
0.01
-0.54
-0.23
1.02

0.48
-0.02
0.02
-0.07
-0.05
1.86

1.14
0.03
0.04
0.44
0.12
2.76

0.52
0.57

1.72
0.91

3.47
1.28

0.32
0.66

1.08
1.04

2.24
1.51

0.57
0.92

1.90
1.47

3.76
2.12

0.74
1.11

2.74
2.00

5.61
3.10

0.44
0.53

1.44
0.93

2.94
1.37

-0.02
-0.61

Correlation of REs (country level/party level)
Economy
1
Social
.37/.66
Environment
.58/.62
Decentralization
.60/.57
Europe
.50/.54
N countries/elections
N parties/manifestos
N total/parties*dimensions

2.5%

3.85
1.70

1
.31/.56
.35/.45
.32/.40

1
.61/.51
.45/.53

12
73
365

Note: Cell entries are coefficients. Bayesian model as described in text. Continuous variables were mean-deviated.

1
.42/.46

1

3000
400
50
5

Length in (quasi−)sentences

22000

Figure 1: Development of manifesto length over time

1945−59

1960−69

1970−79

1980−89

1990−99

Note: Data are logged, labels on y-axis refer to natural scale. The figure refers to those 19 OECD
countries which are part of the sample below and where manifestos were consistently parsed into
quasi-sentences by the CMP. All cases which do not represent proper manifestos are excluded
(see Data section for details).
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Figure 2: Manifesto length by country, 1970-
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Note: Data are logged, labels on x-axis refer to natural scale. See also note to Figure 1.
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0

Length in (quasi−)sentences

2000

Figure 3: Issue coverage in five dimensions

eco

soc

env

dec

Note: Data are logged (after adding .5), labels on y-axis refer to natural scale. Sample includes
the cases analyzed in the issue-specific regressions below (both expert surveys pooled). See also
note to Figure 1.
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Figure 4: Stylized representation of manifesto creation and uses
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Published manifesto
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Government formation
Guide to policy-making
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Appendix 1: Data for analysis of total length
To analyze overall manifesto length we rely on data from the Comparative Manifestos Project
(CMP, see Budge, Robertson and Hearl (1987a); Budge et al. (2001a); Klingemann, Volkens,
Bara and Budge (2006); Volkens et al. (2010)). Not only are these data very frequently used to
measure parties’ policy positions and issue emphasis. They also appear to be especially wellsuited for examining the length of election manifestos, since the CMP uses the “quasi-sentence”
as unit of coding, which is “defined as an argument - i.e. the verbal expression of one political
idea or issue” (Budge et al., 2001a, :217-218). Compared to text length in words, this measure
has the advantage that it should not depend on variation in the verbosity of languages (see
Huber and Shipan, 2002, :178); if this actually holds true will be tested below. The unitization
into quasi-sentences also should alleviate bias arising from the fact that some manifesto writers
may use more words than others to express one and the same thing.
The party manifestos whose total length is analyzed are a subset of the CMP dataset and
include 1211 post-1945 election manifestos issued by 218 different parties in 249 different
elections in 21 OECD countries. On the time dimension, coverage varies across countries but in
the majority of cases starts in the 1950s and extends to the 2000s.7 This sample is determined
by four factors. First, we removed observations from the CMP that represent estimates or
are based on substitute documents rather than “proper” manifestos. The decision was made
on the basis of our own coding of the information provided in Appendix 5 of Klingemann,
Volkens, Bara and Budge (2006) and the respective updated document by the CMP group.8
Also removed are cases which Hansen (2008) and Gemenis (2011) identify as not being based
on proper manifestos. Second, not all documents covered by the CMP dataset were coded into
quasi-sentences. The codings of many French documents and of a high number of Canadian
manifestos (from 1984 on) are based on entire paragraphs, and the unitization scheme used for
all German documents differs from the standard quasi-sentence approach for reasons related to
the history of the project (Klingemann et al. 2006: Appendix 5, personal communication with
Andrea Volkens from the CMP group). All cases that were not parsed into quasi-sentences are
therefore excluded from the analysis. Third, the availability of information with regard to the
independent variables described in the following paragraphs puts limits on the extent of the
analysis sample.
The independent variables are measured as follows. Party status is measured with an indicator variable for representation in the previous parliament, with the proportion of parliamenty
seats held prior to the election and with a dummy variable which equals one if a party was part
of the previous government. This information is taken from Cusack and Engelhardt (2002) and
was updated using Nohlen and Stı̈¿ 21 ver (2010) and online sources.9
7 More

specifically, the country-elections covered are: AUS 1990, 1996-1998; AUT 1953, 1959-1979, 19862002; BEL 1954-1965, 1971-2003; CAN 1962-1963, 1968; DEN 1953(Apr)-1981; 1987-2007; ESP 1977-2008,
FIN 1951-2003, FRA 1986, 1993-2002; GRE 1989-2000; ICE 1953-1999; IRE 1965, 1977-1981, 1982(Nov)2007; ITA 1958, 1976-2006; LUX 1964, 1974-1999; NED 1952-2003; NOR 1953-1985, 1993-2001; NZL 1957,
1963-2002; POR 1979-2009; SUI 1951-1959, 1967-2003; SWE 1952-2010; UK 1951-2010; USA 1952-2008.
8 This measure of document type is likely to contain some error, since the information on the documents given
is not in an explicitly explained or consistent format and appears to mix up information on document type and
document source as e.g. in “Homepage of party”.
9 Coding of these variables is complicated by the fact that parties split and merge. In case of electoral alliances
and mergers of whole parties, parliamentary representation and government participation are coded one if at least
one of the original parties was in parliament or government, and the seatshares are added. The three variables
were set to zero in case of all party splits or mergers of split parties, since in most cases no information that would
allow for a more appropriate coding is available. Since there is no full continuity in party organization in these
cases, this approach should not be problematic.
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Table 4: Descriptive statistics for sample

Variable

Min

Mean

Median

Max

N

Manifesto length
Manifesto length (logged)

20
3.00

634.77
5.74

284
5.65

6471
8.78

1211
1211

0
0
0

0.91
0.18
0.35

1
0.12
0

1
0.78
1

1211
1211
1211

0
0
0.91
1951
73.42

0.32
0.07
14.19
1983.36
100.68

0
0
12.33
1985
100

1
1
46.46
2010
120.38

1211
1211
1211
1211
1211

Parliamentary party
Previous seat share
Government party
Early election
Young democracy
GDP
Year
Verbosity

The dummy variable for early elections uses information on term length from Strøm, Müller
and Bergman (2006) and Woldendorp, Keman and Budge (2000). The measure tries to grasp
whether or not an election was early in a sense that it was unexpected (rather than in terms of
the underlying reasons). Therefore, a primarily temporal definition is used. Political systems,
however, differ with regard to the discretion they grant governments to set an election time
(Strøm and Swindle, 2002). For countries where governments have considerable lee-way in
calling elections, an election taking place towards the end of the legislative term may not be that
unexpected (as illustrated by the British convention not to consider elections in the last year of
the government term to be early (Bergman et al., 2006, :167)). We therefore use two different
temporal thresholds. If the reason for the termination of the previous government as coded
by Woldendorp, Keman and Budge (2000) is not an election (but e.g. lack of parliamentary
support), then the election is considered early/unexpected if it takes place in the first nine tenth
of the legislative term (counted from the previous election date). If the reason for the end of the
previous goverment is given as “election”, this election is considered early/unexpected only if
it occurs in the first four fifths of the parliamentary term.
The indicator variable for young democracies equals one for elections taking place in the
first ten years after the country was first/again given a Polity Score greater than six. GDP
per capita information (PPP converted, in 1000 international $ at current prices) is taken from
Heston, Summers and Aten (2011). The variable Election year is self-explaining. Finally, in
order to test whether or not the parsing into quasi-sentences successfully removes language
effects, a measure of the relative verbosity of languages is added. It is matched by language
the document is written in (from CMP documentation). The variable reflects how many words
a language requires in order to express the equivalent of a 100 English words.10 Descriptive
statistics for all these variables are presented in Table 4.

10 We

derived this measure using word counts across translations of several political documents (the UN declaration of human rights, one OECD policy document, and various election manifestos from European party groups
from the 2009 European elections), and averaging across all available sources for the respective language.
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